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Rimac Campus and the VOLUM3 platform 

 

Architecture is a slow profession, with an average of 7 years from concept to 
realization. At the same time, the amount of information is so intense that 
timely exchange strongly influences creative decisions during design and 
construction. Architects need to embrace digital transformation: seamless 
coordination and information exchange, use of BIM, collaboration platforms 
such as VOLUM3, are tools that can help our everyday practice. 

More than 25 years of experience in designing and monitoring construction 
sites have encouraged us to develop an online project management platform - 
VOLUM3. 

VOLUM3 is an online platform that replaces a large number of different 
software, brings together different users - architects, contractors, developers 
and enables simpler, safer and faster collaboration on projects through all 
phases - from conceptual design to construction and supervision. All data on the 
multilingual platform is easily accessible to all project participants from any 
device at any time. Volum3 enables digital transformation of architectural 
projects. Benefits of digitalization are evident when it comes to complex 
projects such as Rimac Campus. 

The Rimac Campus project was officially presented in April last year. Integrally 
conceived as a park with a production facility and an office building maximally 
integrated into the landscape, the campus has been one of the most frequently 
mentioned architectural projects in Croatian and world media since its 
presentation. The main element of the concept is the central axis of the campus 
around which public spaces are located - a lake with a square and a restaurant 
as a central meeting place for employees with visitors and guests of the 
campus. In addition to the production facility and office space on campus,  



a museum and showroom, a restaurant, a kindergarten and accommodation 
units for guests and employees from all over the world are planned. 
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